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original portraits of francis bacon - philosopher - original portraits of francis bacon information sheet
regarding the original portraits of sir francis bacon, baron verulam, viscount st alban, lord chancellor six
portraits of francis bacon were done from life as far as is known. the six are: an oil painting by an unknown
artist of francis bacon as a child; the miniature of francis bacon painted by nicholas hilliard in 1578/9; the halflength ... portraits of francis bacon - francis bacon research trust - three other important portraits of
francis bacon are also included in this information sheet. (1) portrait of francis bacon as a child, aged 1-2 years
– oil painting by unknown artist (c.1561-2). portrait of francis beaumont, c. 1610-25 - portrait of francis
beaumont is part of the sackville-west trust collection, and hangs in the private wing at knole house in
sevenoaks, kent as part of a collection of poets' portraits. dominic winter auctions - the-saleroom inhabitants, animals, &c. of that country, selected from the celebrated work of vivant denon, robert thurston,
1826, engraved portrait frontispiece, 110 engraved pla ...[more] 14 egerton (francis). journal of a winter's tour
in india: with a visit to the court of nepaul, 2 volumes, 1st edition, 1852, wood-engraved frontispieces, folding
map, illustrations, bound without advertisements, a ... charles cox - aba the antiquarian booksellers
association - books accumulate unbidden, so this catalogue is in three sections, beginning with fifty or so
loosely categorised and very miscellaneous antiquarian items and edward hawke locker and the
foundation of the national ... - edward hawke locker and the foundation of the national gallery of naval art
(c. 1795-1845) cicely robinson two volumes volume i - text phd university of york ahrc-funded phd
studentship the production, transmission ... - the production, transmission and reception of engraved
and photographic theatrical ... and early twentieth centuries, and robin francis, head of archive & library
(national portrait gallery) who is responsible for the gallery’s research collections and whose interests are
focussed on portrait prints and drawings and, in particular the performing arts in the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries ... self-portraits from c17th to c21st - national portrait gallery - the self-portrait is the artist’s
most intimate personal legacy, and most public form of self-advertisement. self-portraits are often specific in
intention, recording
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